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Dr. Prabhakar Chawre’s “Science for Genetic Engneering” defines a 

philosophical background of the autogenetic theory of evolution. Dr. Chawre appears to be 

a great scientist cum philosopher who picks the concept of evolution from the deep fossil 

records and the origin of universe and elevates it to the most recent research on stem cells. 

The present book has a total 43 chapters, each providing a new paradigm to researchers to work on these 

archetypes. Dr. Chawre has well defined the universe and has attempted to co relate the human mind with it in his first 

chapter. He has described the origin of universe in his 26
th
 chapter. In 5

th
 and 6

th
 chapters he has made efforts to explain the 

role of radiations in life and the form of rays according to the Indian philosophy. In chapters eight to fifteenth, the book has 

focused on the autogenetic theory evolution, origin of human races and complications of human evolution theories, their 

primitive abode, kinds of races and the ancestry of Chinese lying in Indians. In further chapters from twentieth to twenty 

fourth, Dr. Chawre has discussed a detailed fact regarding the origin of Human race and what according to Darwin and other 

scientists regarding the origin of human race? 

Author has also discussed the forecast of Einstein on the expansion of the universe and various theories behind the 

origin of universe and has also explained Stephen Hopkins theory about origin and destruction of universe, big bang and 

boson (God particle) theories. 

In the present title the author has argued various scientific facts in a philosophical way with a vast range of 

references from scientific, sociological, anthropological, archaeological, vedic and semi-vedic backgrounds. Except it the 

present piece of work has such hilarious and amazing facts that the readers may feel the masterpiece thoughts of the author 

on the seen-unseen facts and used to find himself riding on the progressive-regressive tide waves of the unbound ocean of 

knowledge. I am also very much grateful to the personality of author Dr. Chawre which glimpses in this book. 

The cover page of the book is also according to the intent of the book where a statue of man thinking about his 

origin and fate, his past and future that reflects the soul of the book. As the paper and print quality is concerned, both are 

excellent. The efficacy of the publisher and composer is also appreciable as the printing style also affects the interest of a 

reader. From the economic point of view, the price of book is a little bit higher but the value of contents imposes its price. 

Overall the book has a new approach to almost all about the origin and evolution of the present day universe and present day 

races and tends to develop a deep understanding about the subject. 
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